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ABSTRACT Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a right heart failure syndrome. In early-stage PAH,

the right ventricle tends to remain adapted to afterload with increased contractility and little or no increase

in right heart chamber dimensions. However, less than optimal right ventricular (RV)–arterial coupling

may already cause a decreased aerobic exercise capacity by limiting maximum cardiac output. In more

advanced stages, RV systolic function cannot remain matched to afterload and dilatation of the right heart

chamber progressively develops. In addition, diastolic dysfunction occurs due to myocardial fibrosis and

sarcomeric stiffening. All these changes lead to limitation of RV flow output, increased right-sided filling

pressures and under-filling of the left ventricle, with eventual decrease in systemic blood pressure and

altered systolic ventricular interaction. These pathophysiological changes account for exertional dyspnoea

and systemic venous congestion typical of PAH. Complete evaluation of RV failure requires

echocardiographic or magnetic resonance imaging, and right heart catheterisation measurements.

Treatment of RV failure in PAH relies on: decreasing afterload with drugs targeting pulmonary circulation;

fluid management to optimise ventricular diastolic interactions; and inotropic interventions to reverse

cardiogenic shock. To date, there has been no report of the efficacy of drug treatments that specifically

target the right ventricle.
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The compensatory adaptation of right ventricular structure and function is linked to symptoms and
prognosis in PAH http://ow.ly/D5W9R

Introduction
Case 1 was a 10-year-old boy was referred to a pulmonary hypertension centre after several episodes of

exercise-induced syncope. A diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) was made

following a step-by-step approach following current guidelines [1]. Right heart catheterisation showed a

mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) of 54 mmHg, and normal pulmonary capillary wedge pressure

and cardiac output. There was no reversibility of increased mPAP and pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR)

with inhaled nitric oxide. He was treated with an endothelin receptor antagonist (ERA) and acenocoumarol.

Syncope did not recur. 8 years later, at the age of 18 years, he was in World Health Organization (WHO)

functional class I and walked 580 m in 6 min. A cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET) showed a peak

oxygen uptake (V9O2peak) of 39.9 mL?kg-1?min-1 (86% predicted) and a ventilatory equivalent for minute

ventilation (V9E)/carbon dioxide production (V9CO2) of 27. Right heart catheterisation showed a

persistently high mPAP of 42 mmHg with normal cardiac output and normal pulmonary capillary wedge

pressure. Doppler echocardiography showed a maximum velocity of tricuspid regurgitation (TRV) of

4 m?s-1, allowing for the estimation of mPAP at 46 mmHg, normal right ventricular (RV) dimensions, a
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tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) of 25 mm, a tissue Doppler tricuspid annulus S wave of

19 cm?s-1 and a diameter of the inferior vena cava at 19 mm with preserved inspiratory collapse to 10 mm.

8 years after diagnosis and initiation of a targeted monotherapy, this patient with IPAH was minimally

symptomatic because of a preserved RV function.

Case 2 was a 20-year-old female was referred for severe exertional dyspnoea and oedema. A diagnosis of

IPAH was made following a step-by-step approach following current guidelines [1]. She was in WHO

functional class III with a 6-min walking distance of 340 m. Right heart catheterisation showed mPAP of

52 mmHg, normal pulmonary capillary wedge pressure of 14 mmHg, high right atrial pressure (RAP) of

13 mmHg and cardiac output of 3.5 L?min-1. She was initially treated with an ERA and acenocoumarol but

improved only modestly. Episodes of clinical deteriorations required the addition of a phosphodiesterase

type-5 inhibitor (PDE5i) and, eventually, continuous intravenous epoprostenol. She declined listing for

lung transplantation. 7 years later, she was in WHO functional class III and walked 330 m in 6 min. Her

CPET showed a V9O2peak of 10 mL?kg-1?min-1 and V9E/V9CO2 of 58. Right heart catheterisation showed an

essentially unchanged haemodynamic profile. Doppler echocardiography showed a TRV of 4 m?s-1 with

markedly dilated right heart chambers and a septal shift, a TAPSE of 14 mm, a tissue Doppler imaging of

tricuspid annulus S wave of 8 cm?s-1 and a diameter of the inferior vena cava of 21 mm with no inspiratory

collapse. There also was a pericardial effusion. 7 years after diagnosis and institution of targeted therapies,

this patient with IPAH was severely symptomatic because of advanced RV failure.

These two cases represent the extremes of different evolutions of the clinical course of IPAH. The difference

between the two is explained by different RV function adaptation to afterload. Case 1 has a preserved

RV systolic function despite a mPAP approximately four times higher than the average normal of

12–15 mmHg. Case 2 has a failing right ventricle in the face of similarly increased PAP. These examples

illustrate the importance of RV function as a major determinant of functional state, exercise capacity and

outcome in severe pulmonary hypertension, as has been recognised in recent years [2].

RV failure
How does the right ventricle fail in pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH)? The normal right ventricle is

thin-walled and crescent-shaped, designed to function as a flow generator accommodating the entire

systemic venous return to the heart [3]. Such a structure is vulnerable to any acute rise in wall stress. A brisk

increase in PVR, for example produced by pulmonary arterial constriction to mimic massive pulmonary

embolism, induces acute dilatation and rapid pump failure of the right ventricle [4]. However, a gradual

increase in PVR allows for RV adaptation and remodelling, like the left ventricle facing a progressive

increase in systemic vascular resistance [5, 6]. Beat-to-beat changes in preload or afterload are accompanied

by a heterometric dimension adaptation described by Starling’s law of the heart. Sustained changes in load

are associated with a homeometric contractility adaptation referred to as Anrep’s law of the heart after the

initial observation in 1912 by VON ANREP [7] of rapid increase in left ventricular (LV) contractility in

response to an aortic constriction.

Homeometric adaptation to afterload (that is, without chamber dilatation) has been demonstrated in right

ventricles exposed to pulmonary arterial constriction and under conditions of constant coronary perfusion

[8]. Failure of systolic function, or contractility, to increase in response to loading conditions results in a

heterometric adaptation allowing for maintained stroke volume (SV) at the cost of increased end-diastolic

volume (EDV) [5, 6].

Therefore, it is possible to define RV failure as a dyspnoea fatigue syndrome with eventual systemic venous

congestion, caused by the inability of the right ventricle to maintain flow output in response to metabolic

demand without heterometric adaptation, and consequent increase in right heart filling pressures. This

definition encompasses a spectrum of clinical situations, from preserved maximum cardiac output and

aerobic exercise capacity at the price of increased RV EDVs and wall thickness (thus, raised diastolic filling

pressures) to low-output states with small RV volumes at rest. This definition was endorsed at the 5th

World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension held in 2013, in Nice, France [2].

Systolic function of the right ventricle
The homeometric adaptation is about systolic function, and has to be understood with reference to gold

standard measurements of contractility. In vitro, myocardial fibre contractility is defined by an active

tension–length relationship. In vivo, ventricular contractility is defined by a maximal elastance (Emax), or

the maximum slope of a pressure–volume relationship measured continuously during the cardiac cycle (i.e.

the ‘‘pressure–volume loop’’) [2, 5, 9, 10].
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The Emax of the left ventricle coincides with end-systole and, thus, is equal to the ratio between end-systolic

pressure (ESP) and end-systolic volume (ESV) defining end-systolic elastance (Ees). Left ventricular Ees is

equal to Emax measured at the upper left corner of a square-shaped pressure–volume loop [11].

Because of naturally low pulmonary vascular impedance, the normal RV pressure–volume loop has a

triangular rather than square shape and Emax occurs before the end of ejection or end systole [12].

However, a satisfactory definition of Emax can be obtained by the generation of a family of pressure–

volume loops at decreasing venous return, e.g. generated by progressive inferior vena cava occlusion with

balloon inflation [12].

Increasing impedance in pulmonary hypertension changes the shape of the RV pressure–volume loop so

that Emax is closer to peak systolic pressure [13, 14]. Examples of pressure–volume loops from two PAH

patients are shown in figure 1.

Even though there has been recent progress in three-dimensional echocardiography and magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) is available in several pulmonary hypertension references centres, instantaneous pressure

and volume measurements of the right ventricle are not yet possible at the bedside. Manipulations of venous

return through the insertion of a vena cava balloon catheter to generate families of pressure–volume loops

adds to the invasiveness of right heart catheterisation, and is ethically problematic. A Valsalva manoeuvre to

generate a family of RV pressure–volume loops at decreased venous return was recently introduced and

validated [14]. The practicality and clinical relevance of this approach will require confirmation.

Since Emax is insensitive to immediate changes in preload or afterload, single beat methods have been

developed, initially for the left ventricle [15] but following this were adapted to the right ventricle [16]. The

single-beat method relies on a maximum pressure (Pmax) calculated from a nonlinear extrapolation of the

early and late portions of a RV pressure curve, an integration of pulmonary flow or direct measurement of

RV volume curve, and synchronisation of the signals. Emax is estimated from the slope of a tangent from

Pmax to the pressure–volume curve. This is shown in figure 2.

Pmax corresponds to the pressure the right ventricle would generate during a non-ejecting beat at EDV. An

excellent agreement between Pmax measured directly, by clamping the main pulmonary artery for one beat,

and calculated Pmax has been demonstrated in a large animal experimental preparation with no pulmonary

hypertension or a mild increase in PAP induced by breathing low oxygen [16]. Whether the calculated Pmax

is equally valid in patients with severe pulmonary hypertension has not been yet established with certainty.

Measurements of RV Emax with conductance catheter technology and inferior vena cava balloon

obstruction have been reported in normal subjects [18]. A limited number of Emax determinations have

been reported in patients with PAH either using the single-beat approach, fluid-filled catheters and MRI

[19], or a multiple-beat approach with venous return decreased by a Valsalva manoeuvre and conductance

catheters [14].
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FIGURE 1 Right ventricular (RV) pressure–volume loops at decreasing venous return in a patient with a) systemic
sclerosis-associated pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) and b) idiopathic PAH. The mean pulmonary artery pressure
of both patients was similar. The slope of linearised maximum elastance pressure–volume relationship was higher in the
patient with IPAH, indicating higher contractility. Note the maximum RV pressure close to the pressure at maximum
elastance in both patients. Reproduced from [14] with permission from the publisher.
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The single beat approach with high-fidelity Millar catheters and integration of a transonic measurement of

pulmonary flow was reported in a patient with a systemic right ventricle in the setting of congenitally

corrected transposition of the great arteries (where the right ventricle is the subaortic ventricle) [20].

Most recently, high-fidelity RV pressure and volume measurements, and single-beat Emax calculations have

been reported in a small series of patients with chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension

(CTEPH), a condition with similar symptomatology to that of PAH [21]. This limited size report confirms

the importance of systolic function adaptation with an increased Emax to maintain RV–arterial coupling in

the face of severe increases in PAP, in agreement with previous studies in various animal species [10].

Coupling of systolic function to afterload
There is often confusion about the concept of ‘‘load independency’’ of indices of ventricular systolic

function or contractility. What this really means is immediate beat-by-beat independency. Contractility, or

Emax, adapts to afterload after several beats (starting after 20–30 s), with full expression of homeometric
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FIGURE 2 The a) volume, b) pressure, c) single-beat and d) diastolic stiffness methods used to estimate right ventricular (RV)–arterial coupling and diastolic
stiffness. a, b), Arterial elastance (Ea) is calculated from the ratio of end-systolic pressure (ESP) to stroke volume (SV). a) End-systolic elastance (Ees) as an
approximation of maximum elastance is estimated by the ratio of ESP to end systolic volume (ESV), which results in a simplified Ees/Ea of SV/ESV. b) Maximum
pressure (Pmax) is estimated from the non-linear extrapolation of the early systolic and diastolic portions of the RV pressure curve. Ees is then the ratio of
Pmax-mPAP/SV, where mPAP is mean pulmonary artery pressure. This results in a simplified Ees/Ea of Pmax/ESP-1. c) Ees is calculated as a straight line drawn
from the Pmax tangent to sRVP–relative change in volume relationship. d) Diastolic stiffness (b) is calculated by fitting the non-linear exponential, P5a(eVb-1), to
the pressure and volume measured at the beginning of diastole. Where P is pressure, a is curve fit constant and V is volume. EDV: end diastolic volume; Evol: Ees
by the volume method; sRVP: systolic RV pressure; PA: pulmonary artery; BDP: beginning diastolic pressure; EDP: end-diastolic pressure. Reproduced from [17]
with permission from the publisher.
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adaptation replacing initial heterometric adaptation within a couple of minutes, without requirement of a

hypertrophic response [22]. Therefore, it is important to correct Emax for afterload.

Afterload can be measured either as maximum wall stress, integration of the forces that oppose ventricular

ejection or hydraulic load and arterial elastance (Ea) [9]. Ea is defined by the ratio between pressure at Emax

and SV. The interest of Ea is that it corresponds to the hydraulic load faced by the ventricle, and can be

measured together with Emax on the same pressure–volume loop (fig. 2).

Thus, contractility corrected for afterload is defined by the Emax/Ea ratio. Experimental work and

mathematical modelling have allowed the definition of an optimal mechanical coupling of Emax/Ea51, but

an optimal energy transfer from the ventricle to the arterial system at an Emax/Ea ratio of 1.5–2 [5].

RV–arterial coupling measurements in pulmonary hypertension
Measurements of the Emax/Ea ratio have been reported in various models of pulmonary hypertension [10].

RV coupling was preserved with increased Emax to match Ea in models of hypoxic pulmonary

vasoconstriction, pulmonary embolism, pulmonary artery banding, early endotoxic shock and short-term

(3 months) aortic–pulmonary shunting in piglets. However, RV–arterial coupling deteriorated with a

decrease in the Emax/Ea ratio because of an insufficient adaptive increase in Emax in late endotoxic shock,

monocrotaline-induced pulmonary hypertension, long-term (6 months) aortic–pulmonary shunting in

piglets and mild pulmonary hypertension in over pacing-induced heart failure. Deterioration of RV–arterial

coupling was constantly associated with increased EDV. Thus, there is compelling experimental evidence of

predominant RV systolic function adaptation to increased afterload in pulmonary hypertension, but with

RV–arterial uncoupling and increased RV volumes in the context of inflammation (endotoxaemia and

monocrotaline), long-term increase in PVR or heart failure.

Measurements of both Emax and Ea have been reported in a limited number of patients with PAH. In a study

of six patients with IPAH but no clinical signs of RV failure, compared to six controls, KUEHNE et al. [19]

measured RV volumes and pressures with MRI and fluid-filled catheters, respectively. They synchronised the

signals and calculated Emax and Ea using the single-beat method [19]. In these patients with IPAH, compared

with controls, Emax was increased three-fold from 1.1¡0.1 to 2.8¡0.5 mmHg?mL-1, but Ea increased from

0.6¡0.5 to 2.7¡0.2 mmHg?mL-1, thus the Emax/Ea ratio decreased from 1.9¡0.2 to 1.1¡0.1 mmHg?mL-1.

However, RV volumes were not increased, indicating ‘‘sufficient’’ coupling, at least in resting conditions.

TEDFORD et al. [14] reported on RV–arterial coupling in five patients with IPAH and seven patients with

systemic sclerosis (SSc)-associated PAH. In that study, RV volumes and pressures were measured with

conductance catheters and Emax was defined by a family of pressure–volume loops as venous return decreased

by a Valsalva manoeuvre (validated against inferior vena cava obstruction). In IPAH patients, Emax was

2.3¡1.1 mmHg?mL-1, Ea was 1.2¡0.5 mmHg?mL-1 and Emax/Ea was preserved at 2.1¡1.0 mmHg?mL-1.

In SSc-PAH patients, Emax decreased to 0.8¡0.3 mmHg?mL-1 in the presence of Ea at 0.9¡0.4 mmHg?mL-1,

thus Emax/Ea was decreased to 1.0¡0.5 mmHg?mL-1. Additionally, seven patients with SSc but without

pulmonary hypertension maintained a preserved coupling (Emax/Ea 2.3¡1.2 mmHg?mL-1). Two examples

are shown in figure 1.

Along with these studies in patients with PAH, WAUTHY et al. [20] reported a case of a systemic right

ventricle in an asymptomatic young adult with a congenitally corrected transposition of the great arteries.

The systemic right ventricle had an Emax of 1.26 mmHg?mL-1, while Ea was 1.1 mmHg?mL-1 and Emax/Ea

was 1.2 mmHg?mL-1. The pulmonary left ventricle had an Emax of 0.39 mmHg?mL-1, while Ea was

0.23 mmHg?mL-1 and Emax/Ea was 1.7 mmHg?mL-1.

MCCABE et al. [21] reported Emax and Ea measurements in 10 patients with CTEPH. Pressures and volumes

were measured with a conductance catheter. The results were compared with those of seven patients with

thromboembolic pulmonary vascular disease but no pulmonary hypertension and seven normal controls.

In the CTEPH patients, Emax was 1.1¡0.4 mmHg?mL-1, Ea 1.9¡0.7 mmHg?mL-1 and Emax/Ea

was 0.6¡0.1 mmHg?mL-1. In the thromboembolic pulmonary vascular disease patients, Emax was

0.6¡0.3 mmHg?mL-1, Ea was 0.5¡0.2 mmHg?mL-1 and Emax/Ea was 1.3¡0.4 mmHg?mL-1. In the controls,

Emax was 0.4¡0.2 mmHg?mL-1, Ea was 0.3¡0.1 mmHg?mL-1 and Emax/Ea was 1.5¡0.3 mmHg?mL-1.

Altogether, these results confirm the predominant role of homeometric adaptation of the right ventricle to

increased afterload. However, RV–arterial uncoupling occurs when the hydraulic load remains too high for

too long, or in the presence of systemic disease. On the methodological side, it is apparent that Emax and Ea

measurements show variability, with a trend toward higher values when measurements are based on families

of pressure–volume loops rather than on the single-beat method. Furthermore, RV volumes measured using

a conductance catheter appear to underestimate ESV and EDV compared with MRI measurements.

Targeted therapies in PAH patients might also have affected these results.
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Pathobiology of RV–arterial coupling
The current understanding of the pathophysiology of RV failure involves neurohumoral activation,

expression of inflammatory mediators, apoptosis, capillary loss, oxidative stress and metabolic shifts, with

variable fibrosis and hypertrophy (fig. 3) [2, 23–25].

RV ischaemia may play a role in later stages [26]. The exact sequence of events and interactions is being

explored, and each still has to be referred to sound measurements of function, as illustrated in recent studies

that showed inflammation and apoptosis correlated to decreased Emax/Ea in acute [27], as well as chronic

[28], models of RV failure as a universal mechanism.

Pharmacology of RV–arterial coupling in pulmonary hypertension
There are no reported data on the effects of drugs on RV–arterial coupling in PAH. Therefore, one has to

rely on translations from experimental animal data, with all possible caveats inherent to this approach.

Catecholamines are, in principle, not recommended in severe pulmonary hypertension because of their

potential to induce pulmonary vasoconstriction, excessive tachycardia and arrhythmia [29]. Moreover,

catecholamines have been associated with increased mortality in RV failure [30]. The latter effect is probably

due to the fact that these drugs are prescribed in the most severely ill patients, but the data nevertheless

cause concern. Experimental animal data offer a less negative view. Low-dose dobutamine increased RV–

arterial coupling by an inotropic effect with a slight decrease in PVR [31]. Low-dose noradrenaline

improved RV–arterial coupling through an exclusive positive inotropic effect, which was, however, less

pronounced than with low-dose dobutamine [31]. Low-dose catecholamines are often used for short

periods of time in the intensive care setting to stabilise patients with acute or acute-on-chronic RV failure,

buying time for fluid management and treatments targeting the pulmonary circulation. However, no

recommendation can be made as this treatment is based on pathophysiological rationale and clinical

experience; it is not evidence-based.

Quite opposite is the idea that b-blockers might improve RV failure, as has been shown to be effective and is

actually recommended in LV failure. Heart failure, whether global or limited to the right ventricle, is

associated with progressive worsening, at least in part, attributable to excessive neurohumoral activation [25].

Experimental animal evidence is contrasting. Acute administration of propranolol reduced RV–arterial

coupling through combined negative inotropy and pulmonary vasoconstriction during acute hypoxic

exposure [16]. However, chronic administration of bisoprolol improved RV–arterial coupling by an improved

contractility in monocrotaline-induced pulmonary hypertension [32]. Chronic administration of carvedilol

or metoprolol improved echocardiography of RV function in pulmonary hypertension induced by the
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FIGURE 3 The right ventricle between ‘‘a rock and a hard place’’, challenged by the pressure overload and the sick lung
circulation. The grey circles symbolise cellular and molecular mechanisms. RVF: right ventricular failure. Reproduced
from [25] with permission from the publisher.
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vascular endothelial growth factor receptor antagonist SU5416 combined with hypoxia or monocrotaline

injection [33]. Accordingly, two randomised controlled trials of low-dose b-blockers have been initiated in

patients with PAH. Results of these trials are not yet available.

There have been suggestions that drugs targeting the pulmonary circulation in PAH might also have

intrinsic beneficial effects on the right ventricle [34, 35]. However, the experimental evidence for such direct

myocardial effects in intact animal models of pulmonary hypertension is scarce. Acute administration of

epoprostenol or inhaled nitric oxide improved RV–arterial coupling through exclusive pulmonary

vasodilation effects in over circulation-induced pulmonary hypertension [36]. Acute epoprostenol partially

restored RV–arterial coupling through an exclusive pulmonary vascular effect in pulmonary banding-

induced persistent RV failure [37], or was associated with maintained RV–arterial coupling because of

decreased contractility in proportion to decreased PVR in hypoxia [38]. Sildenafil improved RV–arterial

coupling in hypoxia because of exclusive pulmonary vasodilation effects [39], but improved the coupling by

a positive inotropic effect in monocrotaline-induced pulmonary hypertension [40]. Bosentan had no

intrinsic effect on contractility in pulmonary hypertension after 3 months of aortic–pulmonary shunting

[41]. Thus, at the present stage, it is safe to state that there is no convincing evidence that classes of drugs

shown effective in the treatment of PAH have positive inotropic effects.

Simplified methods for the measurement of RV–arterial coupling
Volume measurements
The Emax/Ea ratio presents a common pressure term and, thus, can be simplified to a ratio of volumes:

(ESP/ESV)/(ESP/SV) becomes SV/ESV

SANZ et al. [42] measured ESV and SV by MRI and showed that the SV/ESV ratio is initially preserved in

patients with mild pulmonary hypertension but decreases with increasing disease severity. A problem with

the SV/ESV ratio is the inherent assumption that the ESP–ESV relationship is linear and crosses the origin

[43]. This is incorrect, because ventricular volume at a zero filling pressure has to be positive. Therefore, the

ESP–ESV relationship underestimates Emax (fig. 2). Another problem is that the SV/ESV ratio assumes that

Ees coincides with Emax. As already discussed, this assumption is also incorrect (figs 1 and 2).

It can ideally be reasoned that the SV/ESV ratio includes the information of RV ejection fraction (RVEF) or

SV/EDV in a less preload-dependent manner, but the relevance of this remains to be established. The SV/

ESV ratio as a simple volume measurement of RV–arterial coupling requires further evaluation and

estimation of functional and prognostic relevance. Most recently, VANDERPOOL et al. [17] reported on the

prognostic value of the SV/ESV ratio as a predictor of survival in a relatively small cohort of patients

referred for severe pulmonary hypertension. In that study, a multivariable analysis showed the SV/ESV

ratio, not ejection fraction, to be an independent predictor of outcome [17].

VAN DE VEERDONK et al. [44] recently reported on the negative impact on outcome of decreased RVEF

despite a targeted therapy-associated decreased PVR in patients with PAH. This study highlighted the

importance of RV function in the prognostication of PAH [45]. However, vasodilation therapies may be a

confounding factor in the interpretation of RVEF. Systemic vasodilation effects of targeted therapies in PAH

may increase systemic venous return and increase EDV, which decreases ejection fraction if SV remains

essentially unchanged, while increased cardiac output may decrease PVR without any change in the

functional state of pulmonary circulation [45].

Advances in three-dimensional echocardiography now offer the prospect of easier bedside measurements of

RV volumes [46], and thus of ejection fraction or SV/ESV for the evaluation of RV–arterial coupling.

Pressure measurements
Another simplified approach for the measurement of RV–arterial coupling, introduced by TRIP et al. [43],

relies on Pmax calculated from a RV pressure curve (easily obtained during right heart catheterisation),

mPAP taken as a surrogate of ESP and RV volume measurements by MRI. The authors calculated Emax as

(Pmax–mPAP)/(EDV–ESV), which can be simplified as mPAP/ESV assuming V050. V0 is the extrapolated

volume intercept of the linear best fit of a multipoint maximum elastance pressure–volume relationship.

According to this ‘‘pressure method’’, Emax/Ea5 Pmax/mPAP–1 (fig. 2).

The results showed that mPAP/ESV was lower than (Pmax–mPAP)/SV, on average about half the value,

while V0 ranged from -8 to 171 mL and was correlated to EDV and ESV. From this the authors concluded

that V0 is dependent on RV dilatation, and thus the estimated Emax is more preload-dependent than

previously assumed [43]. This may be a matter of debate. In the meantime, VANDERPOOL et al. [17] showed

that Emax/Ea estimated by the pressure method did not emerge as an independent predictor of survival.
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Alternative methods to evaluate RV–arterial coupling
The pump function graph
The coupling of RV function to the pulmonary circulation can also be described by pump function curves

relating mean ventricular pressure to SV, as shown by ELZINGA and WESTERHOF [47] for the left ventricle. A

pump function graph is built from measurements of mean RV pressure and SV, a Pmax calculated at zero SV

and a parabolic extrapolation to a zero pressure SV [2, 9]. In this representation, an increase in preload

shifts the curve to greater SV with no change in shape, while an increased contractility leads to a higher Pmax

with no change in maximum SV. The pump function graph helps to understand that at high RV pressures, a

slight decrease in pressure markedly increases SV while at low RV pressures a marked fall in pressure has

minimal effect on SV (fig. 4) [2].

The pump function graph has been used to demonstrate more severe RV failure at any given level of mPAP

in SSc-PAH compared with IPAH [48].

The limitations of the pump function graph are in its sensitivity to changes in preload and, as already

mentioned, to the use of mean RV pressure or mPAP as surrogates of maximum elastance RV pressure.

The contractile reserve
Systolic function adaptation to afterload can also be tested dynamically to determine a contractile reserve,

or the capacity to increase contractility at a given level of loading. Contractile or ventricular reserve

determined using exercise or pharmacological stress tests (typically an infusion of dobutamine) has been

shown to be a strong predictor of outcome in heart failure [49]. The evaluation of RV contractile reserve has

not been reported in patients with pulmonary hypertension until now. In rats with pulmonary arterial

banding, Emax was shown to increase to the same extent in response to an infusion of dobutamine at a dose

of 2.5 mg?kg-1?min-1 compared with controls, suggesting preserved systolic function in this pulmonary

hypertension model [50].

A simple noninvasive approach was recently introduced by GRÜNIG et al. [51]. In that study, Doppler

echocardiography was used to measure RV systolic pressure from the maximum TRV at rest and exercise in

124 patients with either PAH or CTEPH. An exercise-induced increase .30 mmHg was a strong predictor

of exercise capacity and survival, the inference being that if RV contractile reserve remains good, then a

pressure response to exercise can be successfully mounted despite increased afterload. Further studies will

explore improved indices with incorporation of volume measurements and ESP determinations, as this is

now becoming possible using noninvasive bedside methodology.

Surrogate measurements of RV–arterial coupling
RV systolic function can be estimated by a series of invasive and noninvasive measurements that are

commonly available in daily clinical practice.
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FIGURE 4 A pump function graph demonstrating mean right ventricular pressure as a function of stroke volume (SV).
Maximum mean right ventricular pressure is calculated from nonlinear extrapolations of early and late systolic portions
of the right ventricular pressure curve. SV is calculated by dividing cardiac output by heart rate. The curve is a parabolic
fit of two data points: maximum mean right ventricular pressure and measured mean right ventricular pressure/SV. At
high right ventricular pressure, a small decrease in pressure results in a large increase in SV. PVR: pulmonary vascular
resistance. Reproduced from [2] with permission from the publisher.
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Right heart catheterisation allows for measurements of PAP, RAP and cardiac output (Fick or

thermodilution) and thus calculations of RV function curves such as cardiac output, SV or stroke work.

Stroke work calculated as mPAP 6 SV ignores the pulsatile component of work. It has recently been

estimated that the pulsatile component of stroke work amounts to 23% of total work independent of type

and severity of pulmonary hypertension, so that total stroke work is 1.3 mPAP 6 SV [52]. This fixed

relationship is explained by the constancy of the resistance–compliance time constant of the pulmonary

circulation, or PVR 6 pulmonary arterial compliance [2]. However, routine right heart catheterisation with

fluid-filled thermodilution catheters is limited because it cannot measure ventricular volumes.

This limitation of right heart catheterisation is overcome by MRI or, more recently, three-dimensional

echocardiography. The limitation of imaging is in the absence of direct pressure measurements.

A series of imaging-derived indices of RV systolic function have been proposed. The most robust appears to

be ejection fraction as determined by MRI [2]. However, MRI is not generally available and is impossible to

integrate in bedside clinical evaluations in daily life. Doppler echocardiography is more flexible, especially

since portable devices have been developed allowing easy integration of measurements during the clinical

examination. Doppler echocardiography measurements of RV function shown to be of functional and/or

prognostic relevance include: the fractional area change (measure on apical four-chamber view); TAPSE

(preferably measured in M-mode) tissue Doppler imaging of the tricuspid annulus systolic velocity S wave;

and isovolumic acceleration or maximum velocity and strain or strain rate [53, 54]. Isovolumic phase

indices such as the isovolumic acceleration or maximum velocity are probably less preload dependent, and

as such the closest estimates of Emax measurements [55, 56].

Diastolic function
Even though systolic function adaptation to afterload is central to the occurrence of RV failure

symptomatology, diastolic function changes must also be taken into consideration.

Diastolic function is described by a diastolic elastance curve determined by a family of pressure–volume

loops at variable loading. It is curvilinear, thus impossible to summarise as a single number. Several

formulas have been proposed [9]. Most recently, RAIN et al. [57] reported 21 patients with PAH in whom

RV diastolic stiffness was estimated by fitting a nonlinear exponential curve through the diastolic pressure–

volume relationships, with the formula P5a (eVb–1), where a is a curve fitting constant and b a diastolic

stiffness constant (fig. 2). In that study, the diastolic stiffness constant b was closely associated with disease

severity. The pathogenesis of RV diastolic dysfunction was related to increased RV collagen content (i.e.

fibrosis) and stiffness of the RV sarcomeres that, in turn, was due to reduced phosphorylation of titin, a key

protein regulating myocyte stiffness. Similarly calculated b in a recent clinical study [17] showed that it was

not an independent predictor of outcome, but this requires confirmation.

A series of surrogate measurements of diastolic function are provided by Doppler echocardiography, these

include: 1) isovolumic relaxation time and a decreased ratio of transmittal E and A waves or mitral annulus

tissue Doppler imaging E9/A9 waves; 2) increased right atrial or RV surface areas on apical four-chamber

views; 3) altered eccentricity index on a parasternal short axis view; 4) estimates of RAP from RV diastolic

function indices or inferior vena cava dimensions; 5) pericardial effusion; and 6) the so-called Tei index,

which is the ratio of isovolumic time intervals to ventricular ejection time, and thus integrates diastolic and

systolic function [53, 54].

Ventricular interaction
RV function also has to be understood in the context of its direct and indirect interactions with LV

function. Direct interaction, or ventricular interdependence, is defined as the forces that are transmitted

from one ventricle to the other through the myocardium and pericardium, independent of neural, humoral

or circulatory effects [58]. Diastolic ventricular interaction refers to the competition for space within the

nondistensible pericardium when the right ventricle dilates, which alters LV filling and may be a cause of

inadequate cardiac output response to metabolic demand. Right heart catheterisation and imaging studies

have shown that in patients with severe pulmonary hypertension, mPAP and LV peak filling rate are altered

in proportion to decreased RV ejection fraction [59]. Systolic interaction refers to positive interaction

between RV and LV contractions. It can be shown experimentally that aortic constriction, and enhanced LV

contraction, markedly improves RV function in animals with pulmonary arterial banding [60]. Similarly, in

electrically isolated ventricular preparations in the otherwise intact dog heart, LV contraction contributes a

significant amount (,30%) to both RV contraction and pulmonary flow [61]. This is explained by a

mechanical entrainment effect, but also by LV systolic function determining systemic blood pressure which

is an essential determinant of RV coronary perfusion. Increased RV filling pressures and excessive decrease

in blood pressure may be a cause of RV ischaemia and decreased contractility.
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An additional cause of negative ventricular interaction highlighted by imaging studies is regional

dyssynchrony and inter-ventricular asynchrony with post-systolic contraction or ‘‘shortening’’, which has

been shown to develop in parallel with increased PAP and contributes to altered RV systolic function and

LV under-filling [62]. Inter-ventricular asynchrony can be assessed by tissue Doppler imaging [63]. Right

ventricular dyssynchrony can now accurately be identified and quantified by echocardiography using three-

dimensional speckle tracking [64].

A global view on RV failure
A simplified but clinically useful global view of RV failure is shown in figure 5. Thus, pulmonary

hypertension increases RV afterload, requiring a homeometric adaptation. When this adaptation fails, the

right ventricle enlarges, decreasing LV preloading because of competition for space within the pericardium.

This decreases SV and blood pressure, with negative systolic interaction as a cause of further RV–arterial

uncoupling, which may be aggravated by RV ischaemia from decreased coronary perfusion pressure

(gradient between diastolic blood pressure and RAP).

As shown in figure 5, these interactions may allow one to identify targets of interventions. Target 1 is

increased PVR, which can be controlled by: thrombolytics in severe pulmonary embolism; inhaled nitric

oxide; inhaled iloprost (in the case of acute pulmonary vasoconstriction); prostacyclins; i.v. epoprostenol;

and PDE5i and ERAs. Correction of decreased or increased functional residual capacity, pH and

hypoxaemia are all causes of increased PVR in lung diseases. Target 2 is about relative insufficiency of RV

contractility, which can be temporarily corrected by i.v. dobutamine. Target 3 is correction of excessive RV

preload and associated negative diastolic interaction by high-dose i.v. diuretics and fluid restriction. Target

4 is correction of excessive systemic hypotension and associated negative systolic interaction and eventual

RV ischaemia by i.v. noradrenaline.

Conclusion
The awareness of the importance of the right ventricle in PAH has increased considerably. Nowadays, there

is a clearer view of the right ventricle and the pulmonary circulation as a functional unit, and imaging is

being used with improved focus on functional relevance. Measurements of RV–arterial coupling allow for

the identification of pulmonary vascular versus RV myocardial effects of therapeutic interventions, and

could serve as useful tools for bedside translation of cell and molecular biological discoveries.

A lot of work remains to be done to identify the most relevant measurements of RV function and RV–

arterial coupling and their sensitivity to pharmacological interventions. Easy to implement imaging at the

bedside and in outpatient clinics is becoming available in many centres, offering fascinating perspectives of

renewed clinical research on right heart failure.

Treatment of acute afterload-induced RV failure

Pulmonary hypertension

1) Thrombolytic therapy, 

iNO, iILO, PDE5i, ERA, PGI2, 

optimal FRC, normal pH, 

correction of hypoxaemia

RV contractility

Increased EDV

Ischaemia

Hypotension

Decreased SVDiastolic interaction

2) Dobutamine, noradrenaline

4) Noradrenaline3) Diuretics

Negative systolic interaction

FIGURE 5 Pathophysiology of right ventricular (RV) failure. Pulmonary hypertension increases RV afterload requiring a
homeometric adaptation, i.e. an increased RV contractility. When this adaptation fails, the RV enlarges with increased
end-diastolic volume (EDV), decreasing left ventricle preloading because of competition for space within the
pericardium. This decreases stroke volume (SV) and blood pressure, with negative systolic interaction as a cause of
further RV–arterial uncoupling, which may be aggravated by RV ischaemia from decreased coronary perfusion pressure
(gradient between diastolic blood pressure and right atrial pressure). Obvious targets for interventions are indicated as 1
to 4. See the A global view on RV failure section for further details. iNO: inhaled nitric oxide; iILO: inhaled iloprost;
PDE5i: phosphodiesterase type-5 inhibitor; ERA: endothelin receptor antagonist; PGI2: prostaglandin I2; FRC: functional
residual capacity.
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